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Abstract. This paper deals with the use of a production equipment simulation in the design of
production systems, more specifically the welding equipment in the automotive industry. Based on the
simulation results, a matrix, which defines the possibility of using given manufacturing tools (in this
case welding guns are considered) to connect the plates using the electrical resistance spot welding
process, is created. This matrix generates a set of several numbers of solutions depending on other
parameters, such as the lowest price, the lowest number of used welding guns, etc. The goal is to solve
this task. The solution is presented using mathematical programming. Specifically, the method of
genetic evolutionary algorithms is being used. The Solver software is used to optimize the selection of
the welding guns’ combination. The Solver is an add-on in MS Excel. The case study shows 15 welding
points weldment on which the availability of 20 types of welding guns was simulated. The result is an
ideal combination of 2 types of guns for the lowest price.
Keywords: Design process, production system, production process, simulation, body shop, automotive
industry, evolutionary algorithms.
1. Introduction
Generally, the design and the optimization in the
automotive industry equipment is driven forward by
the constant search for an ideal solution. This can be
generalized for any production industry. Equipment
can be considered as ideal when it meets the following
basic conditions:
• Lowest price
• Minimal production area
• Required capacity
• Reaching legal regulations and standards
• Flexibility
• Ergonomics
The system design and even overall design of produc-
tion systems require a step-by-step modelling method,
i.e. creation of opportunities and their technical, orga-
nizational and economic evaluation. For more complex
tasks, it is necessary to use simulations to evaluate
the dynamic ability to coordinate all the functions
and elements of the production system over time,
occupying space with qualitative and quantitative re-
quirements. [1]
Production planning is a problem of multidimen-
sional optimization where there is a number of partial
issues, such as product selection, product allocation,
manufacturing sequence, etc. that need to be solved
at the same time. In the following text, an improved
genetic algorithm is introduced to find an ideal so-
lution. Experimental results have proved that the
proposed genetic algorithm structure is better than
a conventional structure. This is because the pro-
posed genetic algorithm allows “learning” from its
own experience. [2]
Running a simulation to support production plan-
ning can be used for an early issue detection [3]. Sim-
ulations are commonly used for a design valuation
during the late stages of product development [4]. It
also provides the ability for production capacities tests,
simulation model experiments and various scenarios
creations [3]. Hence, research suggests an early-stage
systematic physical analysis in the product design.
There are also examples using different simulations to
prove a product manufacturability. However, there is
a dearth of research that investigates the application
of simulation tools that can support the assessment
of preliminary production operations that utilizes a
variety of production resources to produce the same
emerging product variety [4].
Big data analysis has been successfully used in many
areas, including product lifecycle management, supply
chain management, and predictive maintenance. The
aim is to design a machining optimization based on a
big data analysis. Each production machine is repre-
sented by its attributes. Once the data are ready, the
resources are optimized. This approach is validated
by a simplified case study with implemented hybrid
genetic algorithms. [5]
The main technology used in automotive bodywork
production lines is electrical resistance spot welding.
When designing this type of production line, it is
necessary to solve the appropriate production tools,
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Figure 1. Part list.
in this case, it is a selection of the most suitable
welding guns that can weld the prescribed welding
points in the required quality.
Nowadays, computer simulation methods, combined
with the experience of the product designer are used
to select the best design of welding guns. In order
to run the simulation with production tools, it is
necessary to prepare a simulation model at first. For
designing welding lines, the Czech car manufacturer
ŠKODA AUTO a.s. uses planning software called
Process Designer by Siemens. This software is the
first used to prepare a product, in a specified case, it
is part of the whole bodywork.
2. Simulation
Every assembly is defined by its part list, every pressed
metal sheet has a 3D model with an exact location
(x, y, z) in the space. The part list is a list of all
input parts (pressed metal sheets, weldments) with
the part name and number. The specific level is
assigned to every part and defines the time when the
part enters the bodywork (welding). The part list also
has more attributes describing the product (material,
surface finish, sheet thickness, production depth, start
and finish date of usage of the bodywork). The 3D
weldments model is created using the CAD system,
in this case, the Catia software is used, see Figures 1
and 2.
Welding elements are specific joint types, such as
electric resistance spot welds, fusion welds, adhesives,
bolts, etc. The elements are designed in the CAD
system as well. They contain the following attributes:
weld name, weld type, position in space (x, y, z), a
combination of joined parts (2 sheets welds, 3 sheet
welds) and clear assignments to pressed metal sheets
that need to be welded.
In order to simulate the welded part’s manufactura-
bility, production tools library has to be created for
the DF (Digital Factory) system. In this case, it is
library of standard welding guns, such as in Figure 3.
Now all the necessary resources are reached to make
the first production tool selection, the suitable weld-
ing guns need to be selected. The selection method
is called a welding-guns availability simulation. This
simulation method checks selected welding guns with
the requested weld points. The method is about plac-
ing a 3D model of welding guns on each welding point.
The guns than rotate around the point in 10°steps.
Next step is the rotation of welding guns around their
axis by 180°and the process is repeated. The sim-
ulation tool evaluates whether there is at least one
position of the welding guns relative to the weld point,
where there is no collision between the guns and the
assembly.
The result of the simulation process checking the
availability of welding guns is a matrix. This matrix
holds for the set of welding points and welding guns’
information about collision-free welding possibility. In
Figure 4 is an example of such a simulation where
the “+” sign indicates a collision-free situation of the
guns and the welding point and the “-” sign indicates
a collision.
3. Ideal solution
Using the simulation, welding guns, which can be used
to weld to a specific welding point were identified.
The best result is when one type of welding guns
can weld all selected points. A case may also occur,
where the weld point is not weldable by any guns
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Figure 2. Assembly (Product).
Figure 3. Welding guns library.
Figure 4. Simulation result.
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Figure 5. Optimization task.
saved in the library. In this case, the construction
of special welding guns is necessary, so the unique
point can be welded. Usually, the simulation confirms
the weldability of all the points by a combination of
several guns. The set n solution is obtained where
there are n combinations of guns that can weld the
selected set of points.
The goal is to choose the ideal solution from this
n solution set, as shown in Figure 5. The selection
can be, for example, based on the lowest price. The
unit price for every welding gun can be added to the
solution matrix, so it can look for a combination where
the price will be lowest.
Mathematical programming can be used to solve
such a task. The task of mathematical analysis is to
find extremes (maximum, minimum) of the multiple
variables function with boundary conditions.
If the function, for which an extreme is solved for, is
linear and the boundary conditions are linear as well,
the whole task is treated as a linear programming
(LP) problem. [6]
The task of the LP is to find the extreme of a linear
function in which the variables are bound by a set of
linear limiting conditions: [6]









The basic variables are defined in Table 1.
The goal is to find a configuration −→K , minimizing
the total price T over the condition of overall success
(that is for V
−→
K = NW , it means that the selected
configuration can meet all the goals).
Since this is a multidimensional task with discrete
parameters, one of the variants of the global evolu-
tionary optimization is chosen.
4. Evolutionary algorithms
Evolutionary algorithms are global optimization algo-
rithms, they can approximately solve tasks that are
not possible to solve exactly using current computing
power, are extremely time-consuming, or require hu-
man intuition. These algorithms use the principles
known from evolutionary biology, especially Darwin’s
survival of the fittest principle.
To make sure the evolution will work, three things
are necessary:
(1.) Two existing solutions can form new “averaged”
solution, this is called crossing.
(2.) The created solution can be randomly manipu-
lated, this is called mutation.
(3.) For any individual, another suitable individual is
selected, this is called natural selection.
This principle often finds high-quality problem so-
lutions - without the need of inventing a specialized
algorithm to solve a particular problem. The only
thing the algorithm needs to know is which solutions
are stronger and which are weaker. This is a simple
task carried out by a human, however, creating a good
solution can be unbelievably difficult. [7]
Different tasks make it possible to represent the
solution in different ways. The solution is represented
by a chromosome that can be specified as:
• Binary numbers vector (zeros and ones sequence)
• Real numbers vector
• Charts on others
The entire vector that represents the solution is
called the chromosome. The chromosome consists
of genes that can have different values. The specific
value of one gene is called an allele. See Figure 7.
The size of the genotype may vary. In this case,
both the mutations and crossing should have been
precisely designed to work with different sizes of chro-
mosomes. [4]
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NT Number of tools (for example welding guns)
NW Number of tasks (for example welding points)
H = {0, 1}(NT×NW ) Solution matrix
Hij = 0 With the i-tool, it is not possible to reach j-task
Hij = 1 With the i-tool, it is possible to reach j-task−→
P ∈ RNT Price vector
Pi Price of the i-tool−→
K ∈ NNT0 Configuration vector










i = 0 i-task is not possible in configuration
−→




i = 1 i-task is possible in configuration
−→








j Overall success of configuration
−→
K
Table 1. Basic variables.
Figure 6. General EA process.
Figure 7. Bit string.
Figure 8. Roulette wheel.
Crossing
One of the most common ways of crossing is a simple
crossover method. It is usually done with one or two
points that are randomly selected in the chromosome
and the genes are exchanged between those two. [7]
Mutation
For the mutation, it should apply that bigger changes
occur with fewer probabilities than small changes.
The mutation method depends on the representation
method. If a binary chromosome is present, the mu-
tation can be done by random bit exchange. In the
case of the real number chromosome, random values
(given e.g. by the normal distribution) can be added
to gene values. If the solution by a chart is presented,
the mutation can be adding a node, an edge, changing
the order, etc. [8]
Selection
The commonly used genetic-algorithm selection
method is the roulette wheel selection. Imagine a
roulette wheel divided into different size fields. The
size of each piece corresponds to the individual’s fit-
ness value (see Figure 8). When the roulette spins,
there is a higher chance that larger piece will be se-
lected. Individuals with a higher fitness rating have
a higher chance of being selected for crossing and to
pass on their genes. [7]
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Figure 9. Start matrix.
G1 – G20 Welding Gun
WP1 – WP15 Welding Point
Costs Costs of Welding Gun
Quantity Number of welding guns required for the best solution
Result Quantity vs. Costs
Checksum The check sum, number 1 is necessary for the correct result
Table 2. Description of the matrix..
5. Ideal Solution
The problem described above will be solved using the
genetic evolution algorithm. The Solver optimization
software will be used, this is the MS Excel add-on.
First, the matrix of the result is converted (com-
posed of welding guns’ availability) into the binary
code and other parameters are added.
Individual variables are described in Table 2.
Now in MS Excel, under the “Data” tab, the “Solver”
add-on is used and the basic parameters are set (see
Figure 10).
Since the task is relatively complex and many vari-
ants need to be checked, it is recommended to change
the basic optimization time setting to 3 minutes (see
Figure 11).
The optimization itself is started with the “Solve”
command, see Figure 12.
After the calculation is complete, the ideal solution
is confirmed to keep (see Figure 13).
The ideal solution is the use of only two welding gun
types - G3 and G5. The total cost of this combination
is 240. It is still necessary to check the Checksum
indicator, all values need to equal to 1 and the total
sum should match the number of welding points, in
this case, the total sum is 15.
In the considered case, for 20 welding gun types,
where each type is capable to weld at least one welding
point, more than 1.4 million combinations can be
found. With Solver, the ideal combination was found
after trying 119,500 combinations, which is about 8%
of all possible combinations.
6. Conclusion
The main feature of the production system simula-
tion is to create multiple possibilities. The described
partial simulation of the welding guns’ availability
solves the designing issue of the selection of welding
guns. The result shows guns that are able to weld
the selected point with the electric resistance welding
method without a collision, but choosing the right
combination of these guns is not resolved. Therefore,
further analysis is required, with new variables such as
price being added. This process gives many additional
result combinations. The global evolutionary analysis
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Figure 10. Solver parameters.
Figure 11. Solver options.
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Figure 12. Solver results.
Figure 13. Result matrix.
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is used to find the ideal solution out of the additional
combinations including new variables. The MS Excel
add-on called Solver was used for this analysis. This
software allows you to check about 10,000 possibilities
in a short amount of time and come out with the ideal
one.
As an example, the availability matrix is presented
with the combination of 15 welding points and 20
types of welding guns. To find the ideal combination of
welding guns using the genetic evolution algorithm in
MS Excel add-on Solver, about 8% of all combinations
were necessary to verify.
In today’s bodywork, the weldments can reach up
to 400 welding points. The standardized production
is an attempt to have only certain types of welding
guns. For the case of 50 welding gun types and 400
welding points, lowering the necessary combinations
to find the ideal value below 10% is very beneficial.
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